Configurational statistics of macromolecules in solution from correlations of liquid molecules.
We address the relevant quest for a simple formalism describing the microstructure of liquid solutions of polymer chains. On the basis of a recent relativistic-type picture of self-diffusion in (simple) liquids named Brownian relativity (BWR), a covariant van Hove's distribution function in a Vineyard-like convolution approximation is proposed to relate the statistical features of liquid and chain molecules forming a dilute polymer solution. It provides an extension of the Gaussian statistics of ideal chains to correlated systems, allowing an analysis of macromolecular configurations in solution by the only statistical properties of the liquid units (and vice versa). However, the mathematical solution to this issue is not straightforward because, when the liquid and polymer van Hove's functions are equated, an inverse problem takes place. It presents some conceptual analogies with a scattering experiment in which the correlation of the liquid molecules acts as the radiation source and the macromolecule as the scatterer. After inverting the equation by a theorem coming from the Tikhonov's approach, it turns out that the probability distribution function of a real polymer can be expressed from a static Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, modified by correlations. This result is used to show that the probability distribution of a true self-avoiding walk polymer (TSWP) can be modeled as a universal Percus-Yevick hard-sphere solution for the total correlation function of the liquid units. This method suits in particular the configurational analysis of single macromolecules. The analytical study of arbitrary many-polymer systems may require further mathematical investigation.